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Rules and patterns for words ending in -le In this lesson we're looking at. Do we double the

letter before the -le after a short or long vowel sound?. All these long vowel sounds have one
consonant + le, as in the patterns: -tle, -ble, ple, fle.Sort the Words: Phonics: Double Letter
Consonants ending with "le". Write the words in alphabetical order. bubble apple bobble bottle
cattle. 1. ______. 2.Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel and -le.. . Single
syllable verb, ending in a single consonant letter preceded by a single vowel letter . May 8,
2013 . We double up the letters after a short vowel sound.. double up the consonant before the
-le and have the patterns: -ddle, -ttle, -ffle, -pple, -zzle. To spell a short vowel sound, only one
letter is needed: at red it hot up. They are used to spell /k/ at the end of a monosyllable. The
digraph. If the vowel sound is short, there must be two consonants between the vowel and the
-le. Otherwise . Adding the suffix 'ly' to words ending in 'le'. . Samples: Blue Spelling Program:
Overview and Recording Sheet (18 page PDF). ch after a consonant. word families, spelling
generalisations, and letter combinations including double letters.How do you know when to
write a consonant letter double? always part of a digraph or trigraph ending the first element of
the compound word; also bowwow, . The final -le letter combination usually. Double
consonant words. 1.. .. 1. The words on this list all end in the letters. –ure. 2. This letter
combination can make.Consonants. 1. Double the final letter in one syllable, short vowel words
that end in f, l, s,. . When there are two consonants at the end. . doubled before the –le.A list of
words that end with Le. We search a large Scrabble dictionary for words ending with the letter or
word you enter, and generate all words ending with Le .
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Rules and patterns for words ending in -le In this lesson we're looking at. Do we double the
letter before the -le after a short or long vowel sound?. All these long vowel sounds have one
consonant + le, as in the patterns: -tle, -ble, ple, fle.Sort the Words: Phonics: Double Letter
Consonants ending with "le". Write the words in alphabetical order. bubble apple bobble bottle
cattle. 1. ______. 2.Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel and -le.. . Single
syllable verb, ending in a single consonant letter preceded by a single vowel letter . May 8,
2013 . We double up the letters after a short vowel sound.. double up the consonant before the
-le and have the patterns: -ddle, -ttle, -ffle, -pple, -zzle. To spell a short vowel sound, only one
letter is needed: at red it hot up. They are used to spell /k/ at the end of a monosyllable. The
digraph. If the vowel sound is short, there must be two consonants between the vowel and the
-le. Otherwise . Adding the suffix 'ly' to words ending in 'le'. . Samples: Blue Spelling Program:
Overview and Recording Sheet (18 page PDF). ch after a consonant. word families, spelling
generalisations, and letter combinations including double letters.How do you know when to
write a consonant letter double? always part of a digraph or trigraph ending the first element of
the compound word; also bowwow, . The final -le letter combination usually. Double
consonant words. 1.. .. 1. The words on this list all end in the letters. –ure. 2. This letter
combination can make.Consonants. 1. Double the final letter in one syllable, short vowel words
that end in f, l, s,. . When there are two consonants at the end. . doubled before the –le.A list of
words that end with Le. We search a large Scrabble dictionary for words ending with the letter or
word you enter, and generate all words ending with Le .
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Find spelling double letters lesson plans and teaching resources. Quickly find that inspire
student.
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To spell a short vowel sound, only one letter is needed: at red it hot up. They are used to spell /k/
at the end of a monosyllable. The digraph. If the vowel sound is short, there must be two
consonants between the vowel and the -le. Otherwise . Adding the suffix 'ly' to words ending in
'le'. . Samples: Blue Spelling Program: Overview and Recording Sheet (18 page PDF). ch after a
consonant. word families, spelling generalisations, and letter combinations including double
letters.How do you know when to write a consonant letter double? always part of a digraph or
trigraph ending the first element of the compound word; also bowwow, . The final -le letter
combination usually. Double consonant words. 1.. .. 1. The words on this list all end in the
letters. –ure. 2. This letter combination can make.Consonants. 1. Double the final letter in one
syllable, short vowel words that end in f, l, s,. . When there are two consonants at the end. .
doubled before the –le.A list of words that end with Le. We search a large Scrabble dictionary for
words ending with the letter or word you enter, and generate all words ending with Le . Rules
and patterns for words ending in -le In this lesson we're looking at. Do we double the letter
before the -le after a short or long vowel sound?. All these long vowel sounds have one
consonant + le, as in the patterns: -tle, -ble, ple, fle.Sort the Words: Phonics: Double Letter
Consonants ending with "le". Write the words in alphabetical order. bubble apple bobble bottle
cattle. 1. ______. 2.Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel and -le.. . Single
syllable verb, ending in a single consonant letter preceded by a single vowel letter . May 8,
2013 . We double up the letters after a short vowel sound.. double up the consonant before the
-le and have the patterns: -ddle, -ttle, -ffle, -pple, -zzle.
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Rules and patterns for words ending in -le In this lesson we're looking at. Do we double the
letter before the -le after a short or long vowel sound?. All these long vowel sounds have one

consonant + le, as in the patterns: -tle, -ble, ple, fle.Sort the Words: Phonics: Double Letter
Consonants ending with "le". Write the words in alphabetical order. bubble apple bobble bottle
cattle. 1. ______. 2.Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel and -le.. . Single
syllable verb, ending in a single consonant letter preceded by a single vowel letter . May 8,
2013 . We double up the letters after a short vowel sound.. double up the consonant before the
-le and have the patterns: -ddle, -ttle, -ffle, -pple, -zzle. To spell a short vowel sound, only one
letter is needed: at red it hot up. They are used to spell /k/ at the end of a monosyllable. The
digraph. If the vowel sound is short, there must be two consonants between the vowel and the
-le. Otherwise . Adding the suffix 'ly' to words ending in 'le'. . Samples: Blue Spelling Program:
Overview and Recording Sheet (18 page PDF). ch after a consonant. word families, spelling
generalisations, and letter combinations including double letters.How do you know when to
write a consonant letter double? always part of a digraph or trigraph ending the first element of
the compound word; also bowwow, . The final -le letter combination usually. Double
consonant words. 1.. .. 1. The words on this list all end in the letters. –ure. 2. This letter
combination can make.Consonants. 1. Double the final letter in one syllable, short vowel words
that end in f, l, s,. . When there are two consonants at the end. . doubled before the –le.A list of
words that end with Le. We search a large Scrabble dictionary for words ending with the letter or
word you enter, and generate all words ending with Le .
These free phonics worksheets may be used independently and without any obligation to make a
purchase,.
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